BECAUSE GOOD
PHOTO MATTERS!
We truly care about making your photoshoot
experience memorable, fun and we would love
to help you with all your photographic needs.
Over here at Portrait Gallery, we cover portrait
shoots, editing work, prints and even framing.
With more than 30 years of experience in the
industry, our friendly team will work with you
every step of the way to ensure your
satisfaction.
So if you’re looking for a professional business
corporate portrait, or a family portrait, we can
help you look your best!

PROFESSIONAL
PORTRAIT PHOTOGRAPHY
Established in 1990, Portrait Gallery’s team of experienced photographers continues to be
at the frontier of corporate portrait photography. Experts behind the lenses, we have the
knowledge and skills to make you look good and confident in every shot.
Beyond headshots and portraits, we also provide lifestyle photography services, aiming to
help you create everlasting memories of your special moments.

OUR EXPERIENCE
With over 30 years of experience in
family and graduation photography
services, Portrait Gallery is trusted as
the preferred studio amongst families
and friends.
A majority of our clients continue to
refer us to their networks, and many
have returned for various purposes.
Our secret to a satisfyingly good
photo session?
Giving you ample time, pockets of
opportunities to unleash creativity,
and a wholesome photo shoot that
doubles up as an enjoyable bonding
session.

OUR
SERVICES
Family Portrait
At Portrait Gallery, we offer excellent services for all of your
photography needs. If you’re looking to capture memories, our
professional photography services are here to help.
Whether you need a family portrait, corporate portrait or a
graduation portrait, we have professional photographers ready to
deliver top quality photos that you can enjoy for years to come.

Graduation Portrait

Corporate Portrait

Family Portrait
Graduation Portrait
Corporate Portrait
Newborn Portrait
Passport Photo
Printing & Framing

OUR TEAM
Matthew Tan
Family Portrait

Derrick Lee
Matthew’s forte lies in his knack for posing his subjects, lighting, and creating
fine art in a fun and creative way for his clients. Featured on local Singapore
TV in 2008 and 2009, he has won more than 50 national and international
awards in both the weddings and portraits categories and was awarded the
title of MPA Overseas Wedding Photographer of the Year (Contemporary and
Classical Category) five times. Most recently the president of WPAS before this
became WPP Network, Matthew is often a judge in competitions and grades
photography qualifications. He holds the highest title of fellow in the UK’s MPA
(Master Photographers Association) and has the title of Hon.FWPPM. (Wedding
and Portrait Photographers Malaysia).
Matthew, who has been participating in photography courses and workshops
in the US since the 90s, shares his knowledge of the industry in Singapore,
Malaysia and the Philippines. He is also a member of a few photography
associations in the US, UK, and the local photography club in Singapore. His
first certification as a photographer was in the US.

Corporate Portrait

Chinni Nguyen
Newborn Portrait

Derrick is one of Singapore’s leading portrait photographers.
Widely known in the industry for his intimate and evocative
portrait shots, his style is to capture moments that are
heartfelt, warm, and engaging. Derrick believes that a great
portrait can create meaningful memories for years to come.
His clients include Singapore’s top business leaders, corporate
executives, politicians and celebrities, for example President
hopeful 2011 Mr Tan Kin Lian, Frasers Hospitality CEO Mr Choe
Peng Sum and ManuLife President and CEO Naveed Irshad.

Chinni started photography as a hobby photographing pets.
She later found her passion in newborn photography and
invested her time in learning professional photography. As a
mother of two, Chinni understands how important it is not to
miss this precious moment. “I’ll never regret sacrificing that
precious time to have their photos professionally and
creatively taken, something that they will remember and
treasure for a long time.” Chinni not only believes in attaining
professionalism and mastery in lighting, angles, but also
desires to find a creative approach that helps her work stand
out. In her photography, she loves to focus on every little thing
in order to bring out the beauty of her subject and the stories
behind them.

WE CREATE POSES THAT ARE UNIQUELY
FOR YOUR FAMILY.
Family Portrait

Family portraits provide a beautiful way to capture and
preserve the precious moments of your family’s life. We
want your family photos to tell a story of who you are
today, the kind of love that you share, and the special
traits that make your family unique.
With our experienced photographers, you can relax
and enjoy your time together. Our professional
photographers will take the time to find out about you
and your family’s preferences and personality, so they
can create truly unique photos that you’ll love – timeless
moments that are uniquely yours.

Family portraits can be fun and exciting, we offer a selection of portrait packages at
affordable prices for family photoshoots that produce lovely pictures for you to enjoy.

Family Portrait Package A.

SGD438

1 U.S. Canvas Portrait & Deluxe Frame (11 by 14 inch / 27 by 35cm)
60 mins photography service (up to 3 poses)
1 edited digital image & 5 unedited digital images

Family Portrait Package B.

SGD598

1 U.S. Canvas Portrait & Deluxe Frame (16 by 20 inch / 40 by 50cm)
60 mins photography service (up to 3 poses)
1 edited digital image & 5 unedited digital images

Family Portrait Package C.

SGD798

1 U.S. Canvas Portrait & Deluxe Frame (20 by 24 inch / 50 by 60cm)
60 mins photography service (up to 3 poses)
1 edited digital image & 5 unedited digital images

Family Portrait Package D.
1 U.S. Canvas Portrait & Deluxe Frame (24 by 30 inch / 60 by 76cm)
60 mins photography service (up to 3 poses)
1 edited digital image & 5 unedited digital images

SGD998

WE CREATE YOUR MEMORIES OF
TRIUMPHS TO THEIR BEST ADVANTAGE.
Graduation Portrait
A graduation portrait marks one of the most
important accomplishments in an individual’s life.
Celebrate your graduation with a personal
portrait session. Our photographers will work with
you to discover your style and create photos that
show off you and your accomplishments to their
best advantage.
Available for university and college students.
Commemorate your big day with a personalised
photo collection that reflects who you are, where
you’ve been and what lays ahead. Whether you
prefer traditional posed photos or the candid
approach, our photographers will capture this
special occasion beautifully.

We would love to capture your one-of-a-kind style for a portrait you’ll want to share with family
and friends. Session takes place in-studio and we do provide gowns for free when making an
appointment with us.

Graduation Portrait Package.
1 U.S. Canvas Portrait & Deluxe Frame (11 by 14 inch / 27 by 35cm)
30 mins photography service (up to 2 poses)
1 edited digital image & 2 unedited digital images

SGD298

1 U.S. Canvas Portrait & Deluxe Frame (16 by 20 inch / 40 by 50cm)
30 mins photography service (up to 2 poses)
1 edited digital image & 2 unedited digital images

SGD344

WE CREATE PROFILE THAT PUT
YOUR BEST FACE FORWARD.
Corporate Portrait
Corporate portrait photography is an increasingly important part of a
company’s branding process. It is a visual method to convey professionalism
and connect to potential clients, partners, and investors.
We offer corporate portraits and headshots to ensure you are always putting
your best face forward. Whether this means a traditional portrait that
showcases your personality and competence, or a headshot that represents
your company’s ethos and brand, we will work with you to find the balance of
professionalism and approachability that is best for you and your team.
Corporate Headshot
Business Portrait
Lifestyle Corporate Photoshoot
Corporate Team Shoot

Improve your credibility with a professional image. Our services include on-site
or in-studio photography, headshots and portraits for individuals and a team.

Individual Professional.

Professional

SGD128

30 mins photography service (up to 2 poses)
1 edited digital image & 1 unedited digital image

Individual Professional & Lifestyle.
30 mins photography service (up to 2 poses)
2 edited digital images & 2 unedited digital images

Lifestyle

SGD188

Studio Group of 6 Pax or Less.

SGD250

30 mins photography service (up to 2 poses)
1 edited digital image & 1 unedited digital image

Studio Group of 7 - 15 Pax.
45 mins photography service (up to 2 poses)
1 edited digital image & 1 unedited digital image

Studio Group of 16 Pax or More.
SGD300

45 mins photography service (up to 2 poses)
1 edited digital image & 1 unedited digital image

SGD400

WE CREATE FIRST PRECIOUS MOMENTS
WITH THESE TIMELESS PHOTOS.
Newborn Portrait
Welcome your new bundle of joy with a newborn portrait photoshoot. Our unique newborn
photography packages range from traditional newborn shots with the little one bundled up for
warmth. Our photographers have an eye for capturing the perfect moment while remaining
safe and comfortable. Sessions may take place either in-home or studio.

Newborn Classic Package.

SGD688

2.5 hours guided shoot (home/studio)
Theme backgrounds with props
Unlimited digital copies (5 by 7 inches, colour and tonal range editing)
Complimentary of 3 physical prints (6 by 8 inches, full editing)

WE CREATE ONE-OF-A-KIND
MASTERPIECE FOR YOUR HOME.
Printing & Framing
Looking for a one of a kind portrait package?
Our photographers at Portrait Gallery are
experts at mixing and matching frames, canvases
and prints to capture your memories in style.
Beautiful portrait framing with high quality wood
that adds warmth and timelessness to your home.
Services include canvas prints and portrait
framing. Whether you need a family portrait or
canvas printing service, we’ve got your covered.
Portrait orders can be picked up in-store.
Deluxe Frames
U.S. Premium Canvas
Album (Customised & printed in Japan)

CUSTOMISE ALBUM
Our photo books and albums are custom-made and printed in Japan. When the
book is ready, you will get to review and approve the design before it heads to
print on high-quality photo paper in a premium album or sturdy photo book.

DELUXE FRAMES
We specialise in custom framing
to create one of a kind
masterpieces. Our Studio has a
selection of 200 photo frames.
You would be able to find one
that meets your needs and
preferences. If you have
something in mind that we may
not have, let us know and we will
be able to customise it for you.

U.S. PREMIUM CANVAS
We dedicate ourselves to provide the best quality canvas wrap at the best
price possible. Our canvas wrap is printed using traditional print that gives a
richer color and 3D effect to the picture. With an exceptional color gamut and
a higher depth than other printing technologies, customers can enjoy the result.

SCHEDULE AN APPOINTMENT TODAY WITH PORTRAIT GALLERY.

PORTRAIT GALLERY PHOTOGRAPHY

315 Outram Road #02-10, Tan Boon Liat Building, Singapore 169074
@PORTRAITGALLERYSG

PORTRAIT GALLERY SINGAPORE

CONTACT US
info@portraitgallery.com.sg
+(65) 62209757 (Call)
+(65) 9111 5783 (Whatsapp Message)

